Rod-Paddle Clip Kit

125 Gilman Falls Road
Building B
Old Town, ME 04468 USA
800-8-KAYAKS

Please read kit instructions carefully prior to installation.
KIT CONTENTS
Description

Ref.
Letter

Part Number

A

01.1315.0459

Cherry Rivets

4

B
C

07.1060.0000

Rod / Paddle Clip

2

01.1315.1564

AA611D Rivets
3/16 Backup Deck
Washers

4

D

01.1315.1568

A

Quantity

B
C

4
D

TOOLS REQUIRED: Drill with 13/64” bit, marking pencil, rivet gun, pliers, small file
Before getting started we recommend sorting out and separating the parts for easy access during assembly
1.

Place the Rod / Paddle Clips on a flat surface of your boat. Location can vary but they should be within easy reach to be able
to efficiently grab your paddle or fishing rod. When your location is set, mark the boat with your pencil using the mounting
holes in the clips as a guide.

2.

Remove the clips and with the four holes marked on the boat, drill them out suing a 13/64” bit.

3.

Set the clips back in place. If you are installing these on an Ocean Kayak place the Cherry Rivets (A) (these rivets have rings
along the length of the post) through the clips and into the boat. If you are installing these on an Old Town or Necky Kayak
use the AA611D Rivets (C) with a Backup Deck Washer (D) on the underside of the rivet inside the boat.

4.

With your rivet gun, pop the rivets. If you are using the washers on the underside of the rivets you will need to hold the
washer in place while you pop the rivet. If the rivet does not break flush, grab the remaining post sticking out of the rivet
with your pliers and bend it back and forth and it will break off. If the rivet head is jagged, use your small file to smooth it
down.

5.

The Rod / Paddle Clip installation is now complete.
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